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Abstract. We characterize the performance and energy attributes of scientific
applications based on nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs). where the
dominant cost is that of sparse linear system solution. We obtain performance
and energy metrics using cycle-accurate emulations on a processor and memory
system derived from the PowerPC RISC architecture with extensions to resemble
the processor in the BlueGene/L. These results indicate that low-power modes
of CPUs such as Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) can indeed result in energy
savings at the expense of performance degradation. We then consider the impact
of certain memory subsystem optimizations to demonstrate that these optimiza-
tions in conjunction with DVS can provide faster execution time and lower energy
consumption. For example, on the optimized architecture, if DVS is used to scale
down the processor to 600MHz, execution times are faster by 45% with energy
reductions of 75% compared to the original architecture at 1GHz. The insights
gained from this study can help scientific applications better utilize the low-power
modes of processors as well as guide the selection of hardware optimizations in
future power-aware, high-performance computers.

1 Introduction

As microprocessors’ clock frequencies have increased in recent years, their correspond-
ing power consumption has also increased dramatically. The peak power dissipation and
consequent thermal output often limit processor performance and hinder system relia-
bility. Thus, due to thermal and cost concerns, architectural approaches that reduce over-
all energy consumption have become an important issue in high-performance parallel
computing. The IBM BlueGene/L [17] is one example of power-aware supercomputer
architectures, where lower-power, lower-performance processors are integrated into a
massively parallel architecture, resulting in performance sufficient to claim the top spot
in the Top500 list of supercomputer sites [27]. To fully exploit the performance potential
of existing and future low-power architectures in scientific computations, the commu-
nity must investigate the effects of hardware features on both performance and power.
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Such work will have a two-fold impact: first, we will be able to target performance
optimizations effectively; second, understanding the effects of new hardware features
on realistic applications can help in the design of the next generation of power-aware
architectures.

In this paper we profile a simulation of driven cavity flow [10] that uses fully im-
plicit Newton-Krylov methods to solve the resulting system of nonlinear PDEs. We
have selected this model problem because it has properties that are representative of
many large-scale, nonlinear PDE-based applications in domains such as computational
aerodynamics [1], astrophysics [16], and fusion [26]. The most time-consuming portion
of the simulation is the solution of large, sparse linear systems of equations. Thus, we
profile this kernel and interpret the impact of different memory hardware features and
algorithm choices on the performance and power characteristics of the model problem.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes related
power-performance studies. Section 3 provides an overview of the driven cavity appli-
cation, while Section 4 describes our approach to profiling its performance and power
consumption. In Section 5 we present the results of these simulations. We conclude in
Section 6 with observations of profiling trends and comments on future work.

2 Related Work

There are a number of studies on power-aware software optimization. The principal
approach targets the use of dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) [25] to save central process-
ing unit (CPU) energy. The basic idea of DVS is to reduce runtime energy as much
as possible without a significant reduction in application performance; this technique
allows the reduction of CPU idle time and consequently enables machines to spend
more work time in a lower-power mode. Several studies investigate scheduling for
DVS [9, 29, 15, 28, 18] or DVS-aware algorithms [19, 20]. However, we are not aware
of any profiling and optimization approach that focuses explicitly on high-performance
scientific computing.

There are few existing efforts to build power consumption models of applications [6,
11]. These approaches utilize performance counters on CPUs and actual power sam-
ples to build a model, thereby making this approach viable only when such counters
and power measurements are available – usually not the case for newly released archi-
tectures. Rose et al. [13] are incorporating some temperature-based power estimates in
the SvPablo tool, in addition to traditional hardware counter performance metrics. Feng
et al. [14] are building a profiling tool that characterizes the power consumption and
performance of scientific benchmarks, including SPEC CPU2000 [12] and the NAS
parallel benchmarks [2]. Further investigation is needed to characterize and understand
the behavior of real scientific applications.

3 A Model PDE-Based Application: Driven Cavity Flow

To explore power issues arising in the solution of large-scale nonlinear PDEs, we focus
on the model problem of two-dimensional flow in a driven cavity, which has properties
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that are representative of our broader class of target applications. This problem is re-
alistic yet sufficiently simple to provide a good a starting point for understanding the
performance and energy attributes of PDE-based simulations.

The model is a combination of lid-driven flow and buoyancy-driven flow in a two-
dimensional rectangular cavity. The lid moves with a steady and spatially uniform ve-
locity and sets a principal vortex by viscous forces. The differentially heated lateral
walls of the cavity invoke a buoyant vortex flow, opposing the principal lid-driven vor-
tex. The nonlinear system can be expressed in the form f(u) = 0, where f : Rn → Rn.
We discretize this system using finite differences with the usual five-point stencil on a
uniform Cartesian mesh, resulting in four unknowns per mesh point (two-dimensional
velocity, vorticity, and temperature). Further details are discussed in [10]. Experiments
presented in Section 5 employ a 64 × 64 mesh and the following nonlinearity parame-
ters: lid velocity 10, Grashof number 600, and Prandtl number 1.

We solve the nonlinear system using an inexact Newton method (see, e.g., [23])
provided by the PETSc library [3], which (approximately) solves the Newton correction
equation

f ′(uk−1) δuk = −f(uk−1) (1)

and then updates the iterate via uk = uk−1 + α · δuk, where α is a scalar determined
by a line search technique such that 0 < α ≤ 1. The overall time to solution is typically
dominated by the time for repeatedly solving the sparse linearized systems (1) using
preconditioned Krylov methods; such sparse solution comprises over 90% of the ap-
plication execution time [5]. Consequently, the experiments in Section 5 focus on this
important computational kernel. The dominance of sparse linear solves in overall time
to solution is typical of many applications solving nonlinear PDEs using implicit and
semi-implicit schemes.

4 Methodology

Our goal is to characterize the performance and power attributes of nonlinear PDE-
based applications when low power modes, such as DVS, are used. An additional goal
is to characterize the impact of memory subsystem optimization on performance and
power. We use architectural emulation with cycle-accurate simulation of our application
code to derive performance and power characteristics. For this purpose, we use Sim-
pleScalar [8] and Wattch [7], which are two well-accepted tools in the computer archi-
tecture community. SimpleScalar is a cycle-accurate emulator of C code on a RISC ar-
chitecture, which can be specified in full detail. Wattch is an extension of SimpleScalar
and provides power consumption and energy metrics.

We start with a base architecture, denoted as B, to represent a processor and mem-
ory subsystem similar to that of the IBM BlueGene/L [17], designed specifically for
power-aware scientific computing. B has two floating-point units (FPUs) and two inte-
ger arithmetic logic units (ALUs). The cache hierarchy consists of 32KB data / 32KB
instruction Level 1 cache, 2KB Level 2 cache (L2), and 4MB unified Level 3 cache
(L3). The L3 cache uses Enhanced Dynamic Random Access Memory (eDRAM) tech-
nology, similar to the BlueGene/L [17]. The main memory has 256MB of Double Data
Rate SDRAM 2 (DDR2). The system is configured for a CPU frequency of 1000MHz
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with corresponding nominal Vdd voltages to model the effect of DVS. The frequency
- Vdd pairs we use are: 400MHz-0.66V; 600MHz-0.84V; 800MHz-0.93V; 1000MHz-
1.20V. We can then simulate the effects of DVS by scaling the frequency to 800MHz,
600MHz, and 400MHz with corresponding scaling of Vdd.

We employ a set of memory subsystem optimizations considered first in the evalua-
tion of power and performance trade-offs of simple sparse kernels [21]:

– W: A wider memory bus of 128 bytes, as opposed to the 64-byte memory bus in
the base architecture B.

– MO: Open memory page policy. This policy determines whether memory banks
stay open or closed after a read/write operation. An open policy is more appropriate
when there is some locality of data accesses.

– LP: Level 2 cache prefetching. After a read operation, the next line is prefetched.
This optimization can improve performance if the data access pattern has locality.

– MP: Memory prefetching. This option is similar to LP above, but now the prefetch-
ing is done by the memory controller to avoid the latency of accessing the memory.

– LM: Load miss prediction logic. This feature can avoid L2 and L3 latencies when
data is not present in the cache hierarchy.

We use labels of the form B+W+MO to specify a configuration that augments the
basic architecture (B) with the wider data path (W) and memory-open (MO) features.
Such memory subsystem optimizations are feasible and have been studied earlier in the
architecture community. We evaluate the impact of these architectural configurations on
the performance of sparse solvers in conjunction with DVS. More specifically, we focus
on the seven configurations specified by: B, B+W, B+W+MO, B+W+LP, B+W+MP,
B+W+LM, and B+W+MO+LP+MP+LM (or All).

5 Empirical Results

We simulate the driven cavity flow code introduced in Section 3 on SimpleScalar and
Wattch to understand the performance and power attributes of its dominant compu-
tation, namely solving the sparse linear system given by Equation (1). We focus on
observed performance and power metrics during the first iteration of Newton’s method
for different choices of the linear solver. We consider four popular schemes which are
provided within PETSc [3]: the Krylov methods GMRES(30) and BiCG in combination
with the incomplete factorization preconditioners ILU(0) and ILU(1) (see, e.g., [4,24]).

We begin by characterizing performance and power for B, at 1000MHz and when
DVS is used to scale down to 800MHz, 600MHz, and 400MHz. Figure 1 shows the ex-
ecution time in seconds (left), and the average system power per cycle in Watts (center)
for the four sparse linear solution schemes, namely GMRES(30) + ILU(0), GMRES(30)
+ ILU(1), BiCG + ILU(0), and BiCG + ILU(1). The y axis represents values of the ex-
ecution time or power at frequencies of 400MHz, 600MHz, 800MHz, 1000MHz for B.
As expected, with frequency scaling down to lower values, the execution time for all
methods increases. However, the relative increase for the same change in the frequency
is different for different solvers. For example, BiCG+ILU(0) shows a greater increase
in execution time than BiCG+ILU(1) when the frequency is scaled down from 600MHz
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Fig. 1. Execution time in seconds (left), average system power per cycle in Watts (center), and
energy in Joules (right) for one linear system solution with the base architecture at frequencies of
400MHz, 600MHz, 800MHz, and 1000MHz
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Fig. 2. Execution time in seconds (left), average system power per cycle in Watts (center), and
total energy in Joules (right) for one linear system solution using GMRES(30)+ILU(1) (top)
and BiCG+ILU(1) (bottom) at frequencies of 400MHz, 600MHz, 800MHz, and 1000MHz when
memory subsystem optimizations are added sequentially starting with the base architecture

to 400MHz. The average power values are not substantially different across the solvers.
This situation is not surprising as the underlying operations in the solvers are similar
and therefore utilize the components of the architecture similarly. The corresponding
energy values are shown in Figure 1 (right). As expected, the solvers consume substan-
tially less energy at lower frequencies. However, such energy reductions through DVS
come at the expense of degradation in the performance of the solvers, as indicated by
substantial increases in execution time at the lowest frequency.
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We next explore how the memory subsystem optimizations described in Section 4
help to improve performance. In Figure 2 (left), we focus on GMRES(30) + ILU(1)
and BiCG + ILU(1). Each plot shows the execution time of a specific solver as the fre-
quency is kept fixed and the architecture is changed to reflect the seven configurations,
B, B+W, B+W+MO, B+W+LP, B+W+MP, B+W+LM, and All. These configura-
tions are shown along the x axis, while the y axis values indicate execution time in
seconds.

Again, the execution times for all architectural configurations and solvers increase
as frequency scales down to lower values. The trends are similar for both solvers.
More significantly, the execution times for B at 1000MHz are higher than the execution
times when even the simplest optimization is added at lower frequency values down to
600MHz. A dotted flat line indicates the time for the solver on B at 1000MHz. When all
optimizations are included, i.e., the configuration All, even at 400MHz the performance
is improved over that observed for B at 1000MHz.

Figure 2 (center) shows the average system power per cycle in Watts corresponding
to the execution times shown earlier in Figure 2 (left). Adding architectural optimiza-
tions increases the power incrementally. However, these increases are less significant
than the substantial decreases obtained from DVS. Thus, system power values for the
base architecture at 1000MHz are higher than at 400MHz, 600MHz and 800MHz con-
sistently.

Figure 2 (right) shows the energy consumed by GMRES(30)+ILU(1) and
BiCG+ILU(1). Once again we use a dotted line to denote the value for the base archi-
tecture at 1000MHz. Observe that with memory subsystem optimizations, the energy is
reduced even without DVS. This effect, which is observed at all frequencies, is primar-
ily due to improvements in execution time. For example, when using all optimizations
at 600MHz, substantial reductions in energy are realized for both solvers. From these
results, we conclude that the proper selection of memory subsystem optimizations in
conjunction with DVS can reduce both execution time and energy consumed.

To quantify the relative improvements in execution time and energy, we define the
following relative reduction (RR) metric. Consider a specific solution scheme, i.e., a
specific combination of a Krylov method and preconditioner. Let Tf,q denote the ob-
served execution time at frequency f MHz for an architectural configuration labeled q.
We define RR with respect to the execution time for B at 1000MHz, i.e., T1000,B as:

RR(T )f,q = (T1000,B − Tf,q)/T1000,B. (2)

Positive RR values indicate reductions in execution time, while negative values indicate
increases. We can also define a corresponding RR metric for energy; we denote this for
frequency f MHz and architectural configuration q as RR(E)f,q.

Figure 3 shows RR(T ) and RR(E) for each solver at each frequency for All relative
to values for B at 1000MHz. RR values for the four solvers are indicated by a group of
four bars at each frequency; the average value at each frequency is used in the line plot.
Observe that on average, execution time is improved by approximately 20% at 400MHz
with energy improvements of approximately 80%. Furthermore, if DVS is used to scale
down to 600MHz, performance improvements are in excess of 45% on average with
energy reductions of approximately 75%.
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Fig. 3. Relative reductions (RR) in execution time (left) and energy (right) for one linear system
solution with the architectural configuration All with respect to time/energy values for the basic
architecture at 1000MHz. The line indicates the average reductions at each CPU frequency.

6 Conclusions

With the need for low-power, high-performance architectures, the combined perfor-
mance and power characteristics of scientific applications on such architectures are an
important area of study. In this paper, we observe the impact of memory subsystem
optimizations and different linear solvers on the performance and power consumption
of a nonlinear PDE-based simulation of flow in a driven cavity. Results using the Sim-
pleScalar and Wattch simulators indicate that memory subsystem optimization plays
a more important role than CPU frequency in reducing both execution time and power
consumption. These results, taken together with our earlier studies [5,22] demonstrating
the impact of different solution schemes on quality and performance, indicate that there
is significant potential for developing adaptive techniques to co-manage performance,
power and quality trade-offs for such scientific applications.
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